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I have written this book: Perspective in Political Science with the hope of 
illuminating all the topics in the eleven Chapters of the book using the 
African and European Perspectives. It is hoped that this will also help us 
advance the study and understanding of Constitutional Developments in 
Nigeria and other West African countries like Ghana, Liberia and Sierra 
Leone. 
This book can help candidates pass their Examinations at the university 
level and public examinations for recruitment into the Civil Service in 
most African Countries with no stress. Some job applicants complain that 
they often encounter questions on public corporations, public opinion, 
the electoral system etc but they have no idea about the above particulars. 
This book now fills the above gap because one cannot give what he does 
not have. 
Students in Political Science Departments in all Universities in the 
World, need a book like, Perspectives in Political Science which can help 
them study and comprehend courses like - POS 112: Nigerian 
Constitutional Development. POS 114: Introduction to African Politics 
PAD417: Nigerian Local Government. PAD 222: Introduction to Local 
Government. POS30 1: Public Corporations. POS436: Constitutionalism, 
POS418: Party and Electoral System etc. 
This book will not only be useful for Undergraduates and Postgraduate 
students in Universities, those writing Public Examinations or 
"Concours" but it will also be useful for all those who love knowledge 
and the Master Discipline of Political Science. 
July, 2016 
Dept. of :f>olitical Science 
and International Relations 
CovenantUniversity, Ota, 
Ogun State, Nigeria 
Ntufam:Assibong,P. A. Ph.D 
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